Effectiveness of Online Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy in the COVID-19 Pandemic Scenario: A Systematic Review

Efetividade da Terapia Cognitivo-Comportamental on-line no cenário de pandemia da COVID-19: Uma revisão sistemática

ABSTRACT

The covid-19 pandemic has triggered or aggravated psychiatric symptoms. Thus, cognitive-behavioral interventions online can be viable treatment alternatives. The aim of this systematic review was to describe evidence on the effectiveness of online Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT) for pandemic-related psychiatric conditions. Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) produced between January 2020 and June 2021 were searched in the PUBMED, LILACS, Web of Science, SCOPUS, Embase and PsycINFO databases, based on the guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA). Seven RCTs were selected and included. The results show that online CBT interventions were effective in decreasing depression, anxiety, dysfunctional concerns, trauma, perceived stress and loneliness, and improving resilience. Three RCTs had a high risk of bias, suggesting the need for further studies, including RCTs and meta-analyses, to improve the strength of the evidence. In conclusion, online CBT has initial evidence of effectiveness in the face of the pandemic scenario.
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RESUMO

A pandemia da COVID-19 tem desencadeado ou agravado sintomas psiquiátricos. Dessa forma, intervenções on-line cognitivo-comportamentais podem ser alternativas viáveis de tratamento. O objetivo desta revisão sistemática foi descrever evidências sobre a efetividade da Terapia Cognitivo-Comportamental (TCC) on-line para quadros psiquiátricos relacionados à pandemia. Buscaram-se ensaios clínicos randomizados (ECR) nas bases PUBMED, LILACS, Web of Science, SCOPUS, Embase e PsycINFO produzidos entre janeiro de 2020 e junho de 2021, a partir das orientações do Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA). Sete ECRs foram selecionados e incluídos. Os resultados apontam que intervenções de TCC on-line foram efetivas para diminuição de depressão, ansiedade, preocupações disfuncionais, trauma, estresse percebido e solidão, e melhora da resiliência. Três ECRs apresentaram alto risco de viés, sugerindo a necessidade de realização de novos estudos, incluindo ECRs e metanálises, para melhorar a força das evidências. Em conclusão, a TCC on-line tem evidências iniciais de efetividade diante do cenário pandêmico.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of the first confirmed case of the new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) brought the alert for what would be classified as a pandemic. The outbreak was first reported in Wuhan, China, on December 31, 2019, according to data from the World Health Organization (WHO), 2020, which has also named the disease COVID-19 (Ministry of Health, 2020).

In addition to the serious concerns about the exponential increase in cases, the coronavirus has been producing not only biological and epidemiological repercussions but also social, economic, and emotional impacts (Teotônio et al., 2020). To flatten the epidemic curve, preventive measures were necessary, such as closing restaurants, bars, shops, and schools; as well as the adoption of quarantine and social distancing, causing drastic changes in daily activities (Murphy et al., 2020).

These consequences caused by the pandemic may be greater than the number of deaths, significantly impacting the mental health of individuals (Brooks et al., 2020). The demand for mental health care tends to rise, mainly for those diagnosed with COVID-19, their families, and health workers, due to the risk of death, exposure to the virus, and all the social changes caused by the pandemic (Wind et al., 2020).

A cross-sectional study of 8,079 Chinese adolescents found that 43% presented depressive symptoms, 37% presented anxiety symptoms, and 31% presented a combination of depression and anxiety during the COVID-19 outbreak (Zhou et al., 2020). Other complaints were identified, such as symptoms of post-traumatic stress, confusion, and anger, which may persist in the post-crisis (Brooks et al., 2020).

The management of patients in psychological distress during the pandemic raises considerable questions regarding therapeutic interventions. Different research indicates the existence of a more vulnerable part of the population during the new coronavirus pandemic, suggesting emergency interventions according to the demands presented individually (Kang et al., 2020; Lai et al., 2020; Wu & Wei, 2020).

Thus, the need for evidence-based interventions arises. Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT) consists of a brief, focused, and collaborative treatment that aims to modify dysfunctional responses, altering the thoughts and behaviors of the individual. It presents a vast number of protocols for treating numerous psychiatric disorders, generally being effective for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD), Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD), and specific phobias (Kaczukurkin & Foa, 2015). In this context, cognitive-behavioral interventions can be viable alternatives to the mental health problems brought by the pandemic.

Considering the situation and growing challenges, there is the need to adapt to an atypical scenario, inserting digital solutions associated with conventional therapy (Di Carlo et al., 2021). The online intervention modality offers greater flexibility in schedules, economy on locomotion, and lower risk of infection (Cowan et al., 2019), in addition to some patients reporting that they feel more open and willing to address difficult issues (Simpson & Reid, 2014).

This new way of intervening in diseases is also reaching the CBT. Its online modality has existed for more than a decade, and initially, this digitization process happened only in the transcription of self-help manuals for websites. Subsequently, three main forms gained space (Luik et al., 2017): online CBT support, in which the therapist provides elements to support conventional therapy; guided online CBT, whose therapy content is explained to the patient with the help of websites and mobile applications with animations, audios, and pictures; and fully automated online CBT, with the patient using the digital tool without any human support (Luik et al., 2019).

The complexity of the current social scenario revisits the importance of investigating and summarizing existing evidence in the literature. Furthermore, there are still scientific gaps regarding the cost and effectiveness of remote care for disorders, requiring the permanent advancement of correlated research (Taylor et al., 2020).

Therefore, it is worth questioning whether remote, synchronous, or asynchronous modalities, based on CBT protocols, could be effective in reducing or eliminating psychological symptoms in different conditions (diagnosed or subsyndromic) that are related to the impacts of COVID-19. And more, if online CBT may be as effective as the conventional one. For these reasons, this literature review has intended to describe the evidence on the effectiveness of this therapy, in the online modality, for psychiatric conditions related to the COVID-19 pandemic.

METHOD

The systematic literature review was performed in four phases: 1) planning the review protocol, starting from the formulation of the problem with the PICOT model (Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcomes, and Study Categories); 2) systematic search of primary studies and data extraction; 3) critical evaluation of selected studies; 4) and synthesis of the identified evidence; following PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analyses) guidelines (Page et al., 2021).

The search was conducted from June 3, 2021, to June 6, of the same year, in the PUBMED and LILACS databases, directly; and in the Web of Science, SCOPUS, PsyCINFO, and Embase databases, via CAPES Journals. Both authors independently followed all procedures listed to reduce the risk of bias.

To track publications with a higher degree of sensitivity, combinations between the descriptors DeCS/MeSH and “text words” were used, linked by the Boolean operators ‘AND’ and “OR.” Gray literature was not considered. Reference lists of included studies were also checked to identify possible relevant citations.

The following search strategy was formulated for the survey: (“Cognitive Behavioral Therapy”[MeSH Terms] OR “Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Program”[Text Word]) AND (online[MeSH Terms] OR “Online Psychotherapy Tool”[Text Word]) OR “Online Cognitive Behavior Therapy”[Text Word]) AND (online[MeSH Terms] OR “Online Psychotherapy Tool”[Text Word]).
RESULTS

STUDIES INCLUDED

From the searches performed (Figure 1), 983 results were identified, predominantly found in SCOPUS (939). LILACS did not return results, suggesting the incipience of studies in Latin America about the theme. The same explanation also applies to the absence of research identified in previous reviews.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the Study Selection Process for the Systematic Review

After removing 8 duplicates, 975 studies remained. By reading the titles and abstracts, it was possible to exclude 536 papers that did not meet the purposes of the review, leaving 439.

Other studies were excluded for various reasons, such as being research protocols that will still be operational (14), not allowing full access to the content (4), not having a randomized clinical trial design (213), and not addressing the effectiveness of CBT for psychiatric conditions related to the COVID-19 pandemic (201). Therefore, the final sample consisted of 7 randomized controlled trials on the effectiveness of online Cognitive Behavior Therapy for pandemic-related psychiatric symptoms.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDIES

All of the retrieved papers were published between November 2020 and May 2021. Following the defined inclusion criteria, all eligible studies were randomized clinical trials. However, some peculiarities are highlighted (Table 1). Only one of them was conducted in 2020 (Wahlund et al., 2020). Three of them were conducted in Middle Eastern countries (Al-Alawi et
Characteristics of the Included Randomized Clinical Trials:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nº</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Initial N</th>
<th>Eligible sample</th>
<th>Dropout rate</th>
<th>Primary outcomes</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Instruments</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Al-Alawi et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>1539</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>IG: 26%; CG: 20%</td>
<td>Anxiety and depression.</td>
<td>Online therapy guided by a trained psychologist, based on CBT and ACT, for 6 weeks</td>
<td>PHQ-9, GAD-7</td>
<td>Significant reduction in symptoms of anxiety and depression in the intervention group, with a large effect size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Liu et al. (2021)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>No dropouts</td>
<td>Anxiety and depression.</td>
<td>Online intervention based on CBT and mindfulness, for 1 week.</td>
<td>HAMD17, HAMA, SDS, SAS, AIS</td>
<td>Significant reduction in symptoms of anxiety and depression in the intervention group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Perri et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Not informed</td>
<td>Trauma.</td>
<td>Online intervention based on CBT, for 3 weeks.</td>
<td>PCL-5, STAI-Y1, BDI-II</td>
<td>Significant reduction in symptoms of trauma in the intervention group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Preuss et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>Parental stress.</td>
<td>Online intervention based on CBT and selfcompassion, for 1 week.</td>
<td>VAS, PSS, PSQ, DASS21, ERQ, SCS-SF</td>
<td>Significant reduction in symptoms of parental stress in the intervention group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shapira et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>Loneliness and depression.</td>
<td>Online group therapy guided by a trained team of clinical social workers, based on CBT and mindfulness, for 3 weeks.</td>
<td>UCLA-LS, PHQ-9</td>
<td>Significant reduction in loneliness and symptoms of depression in the intervention group, with a medium effect for loneliness, and a moderately significant effect for depression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Shaygan et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10,42%</td>
<td>Resilience.</td>
<td>Online psychoeducational intervention based on CBT and mindfulness, for 2 weeks.</td>
<td>CD-RISC, PSS, CSQ</td>
<td>Significant improvement in resilience levels in the intervention group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wahlund et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>Dysfunctional worries.</td>
<td>Online intervention based on CBT, for 3 weeks.</td>
<td>GAD-7, WSAS, CSQ, MADRS-S, IUS-12, ISI</td>
<td>Significant reduction of dysfunctional concerns in the intervention group, with medium effect size.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The study outcomes were quite heterogeneous. In the studies by Al-Alawi et al. (2021) and Liu et al. (2021), anxiety and depression were the primary outcomes analyzed; depression, combined with loneliness, were evaluated in the study by Shapira et al. (2021); and dysfunctional concerns (an important component for understanding anxiogenic conditions) were analyzed in the protocol by Wahlund et al. (2020). The instruments were mostly scales and questionnaires, such as the GAD-7 (Al-Alawi et al., 2021; Wahlund et al., 2020) and the PHQ-9 (Al-Alawi et al., 2021; Shapira et al., 2021), used to measure the outcomes in two protocols, each. All interventions evaluated were mostly based on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, however, only Perri et al. (2021) and Wahlund et al. (2020) focused on cognitive restructuring and problem-solving. Three other clinical trials incorporated elements of mindfulness and meditation into cognitive-behavioral strategies (Liu et al., 2021; Shapira et al., 2021; Shaygan et al., 2021). Furthermore, only two interventions were guided by trained health professionals, synchronously; one of them is similar to a brief individual therapeutic process (Al-Alawi et al., 2021), and the other as group therapy (Shapira et al., 2021). The others were structured as asynchronous and self-guided online intervention programs.
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE INTERVENTIONS STUDIED IN RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIALS

All seven RCTs showed a statistically significant reduction in outcomes in the groups that received the intervention. Except for Shaygan et al. (2021), whose results revealed a significant improvement in the resilience outcome. Liu et al. (2021), Perri et al. (2021), and Wahlund et al. (2020) evaluated the follow-up one month after the end of the interventions, suggesting maintenance of the effects.

It was also possible to verify significant results in the measurements of secondary outcomes, comparing the intervention group and the control one, regarding the pre- and post-intervention moments. Improvements were seen in insomnia, mood, daily functioning, uncertainty intolerance (Wahlund et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021); perceived stress (Shaygan et al., 2021); and negative affective symptoms (Preuss et al., 2021).

RISK OF BIAS

As recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration, the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool was used, which classifies the risk of bias as high, low, or unclear. Of the seven studies included (Table 2), four of them presented low risk (Wahlund et al., 2020; Preuss et al., 2021; Shaygan et al., 2021; Al-Alawi et al., 2021), and the other three, high risk (Perri et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Shapira et al., 2021).

As for specific domains, the study by Liu et al. (2021) presented a high risk of bias due to the absence of blinding of participants and care workers (the participants, all diagnosed with mild COVID-19, were recruited from five hospitals, which made it impossible for the research team to approach the implementation of blinding measures). The article by Shapira et al. (2021) did not present all outcome data (does not mention exclusion criteria for sample selection, and frequencies distributed by gender are not specified).

Some methodological concerns arise from the analysis of biases in some of the studies, especially when there is no satisfactory detail for a critical judgment to be performed. In one of them, this occurs in at least four domains (Shapira et al., 2021), including blinding of participants and researchers, blinding of outcome assessor, and selective reporting. In another one, it occurs in all domains (Perri et al., 2021), suggesting a lack of sufficient data to assess the presence of an important risk of bias. The presence of risk in several, or in all domains, is a strong indication that there is a bias capable of influencing research results.

A study likely to be biased may have several categories of methodological flaws or omissions. For example, Perri et al. (2021) comparatively evaluate two interventions, and for this, one group is submitted to online CBT, and the other to EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing) therapy. The absence of a control condition that submits part of the participants to the waiting list or a usual intervention also indicates a high risk of bias. In addition, the authors do not specify exclusion criteria and do not inform the dropout rate of the participants.

DISCUSSION

Since the beginning of 2020, the world has been experiencing one of the most critical moments in recent decades. Amid a context in which world health agencies rethink intervention models, this systematic literature review has aimed to survey the state-of-the-art on online Cognitive Behavior Therapy for psychic conditions related to political, economic, social, and psychological repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic.

It must be remembered that, in the coming years, a progressive increase in emotional problems resulting from this event is expected. Preliminary evidence even suggests that symptoms of anxiety and depression (16% to 28% prevalence) and perceived stress (8%) are common psychological reactions, in addition to being associated with sleep disturbances.
Several data from recent literature have also confirmed immediate and potentially long-term negative effects on the mental health of nurses (Chew et al., 2020), physicians, and the general medical team (Lu et al., 2020).

Significant evidence was found, in this review, about the effectiveness of online Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy interventions to treat emotional disorders that the pandemic has brought to people. This can be considered an important new finding, even more so that CBT (online and mediated by a trained healthcare professional, or through digital applications and software) has positive acceptance among patients and produces results similar to therapy in-person (Stubbings et al., 2013).

All seven randomized clinical trials retrieved show effectiveness results comparable to conventional CBT, for individuals who experienced psychological distress during the pandemic. Similarly, Pandey et al. (2020) found a significant reduction in the levels of anxiety, depression, and stress in a group of Chinese patients who tested positive for COVID-19, and who underwent a CBT protocol, compared to the group in the routine treatment, following the guidelines for managing the same disease.

In the present literature review, the evidence supported by a larger number of studies is that stress, anxiety, depression, and dysfunctional concerns – some of the most recurrent psychiatric conditions in the pandemic period – are significantly reduced with online CBT. These findings are similar to those by Ebert et al. (2015) and Rose et al. (2013), on the effectiveness of conventional CBT protocols for depressive, anxiogenic, and stress conditions.

Online CBT, considering the evidence, helps individuals to more logically and rationally assess the anticipatory and catastrophic concerns experienced, to deal with stressors that exacerbate symptoms (for example, news about the increase in the number of confirmed cases of the disease and deaths), as well as contributing to the improvement of mindfulness of the body, mind, and environmental stimuli. The set of such interventions usually make up most evidence-based CBT protocols (Hofmann et al., 2012).

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is also a condition that can be a consequence of the pandemic context, affecting frontline health workers who deal with life and death issues daily, survivors who contracted more severe forms of Sars-CoV-2, in addition to people grieving the loss of family, friends, and acquaintances. This review also identified the benefits of online CBT for trauma resulting from the pandemic, in agreement with the randomized clinical trial by Kredlow et al. (2017) on the effectiveness of CBT for PTSD.

Remote interventions can be important for patients who have difficulty exposing themselves to aversive situations, something very common in PTSD. Cognitive restructuring of CBT, applied to dysfunctional trauma, helps in tracking and altering generalized maladaptive cognitions that make it difficult to confront the traumatic reality, and that maintain negative emotions (notably guilt) and useless coping behaviors (Klein et al., 2010).

Since the present review suggests the effectiveness of online CBT for a wide range of outcomes, it is possible to make assumptions about possible applications for other clinical settings. Online interventions are already discussed, or supported by evidence, in recent studies on grief (Boelen et al., 2021), Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (Seoul et al., 2016), and social anxiety (Nordgreen et al., 2018). There are precedents for these disorders to be studied taking into consideration the stressors from the pandemic.

Despite the promising results, three of the retrieved studies had low methodological quality. They lack a control group, double-blinding in the randomization of the sample, and do not include a satisfactory discussion of the data in outcome reporting. Such indicators, when not met, can bias the results of a survey, weakening the evidence, in addition to being biased in favor of digital tools. Therefore, they must be carefully evaluated.

On the other hand, most of the included studies were of good quality, and the results are encouraging, in terms of the effectiveness of online CBT for users of mental health services with diverse diagnoses. They can constitute a robust and consistent source of information for managers, public policies in mental health, and other decision-makers.

As for the limitations, it is worth mentioning, specifically, the small number of studies involving online CBT and the psychological effects of the pandemic. Many protocols for new RCTs are in the early stages of implementation, requiring periodic systematic reviews, providing evidence that they are feasible in the long term. Another limitation is the absence of quantifiable measures for summarizing the results. It is argued, however, that the option for textual synthesis was due to methodological heterogeneity and the findings of the studies, which can also be circumvented in future reviews that retrieve a larger number of RCTs.

CONCLUSION

From the data collected, analyzed, and summarized on online Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy during the COVID-19 pandemic, it was possible to verify its effectiveness for psychiatric symptoms. This is important evidence for planning interventional actions to promote mental health.

It is noteworthy that, although the present study has achieved its objective, it did not have the ambition to exhaust the topic or definitively answer any question regarding online CBT and its effectiveness.

Further research can focus on 1) performing meta-analyses that introduce statistical measures, and improve the robustness of evidence; 2) proposing RCTs that perform direct comparisons between conventional and online CBT interventions during the pandemic and its aftermath; and 3) considering other psychiatric conditions whose incidence has increased due to COVID-19.


